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ABSTRACT 

,--------DISCLAIMER--------, 

This bOOk was prepared es an account of work $1)0MSOred by an agunw uf Ll"' Uolited !;to!cs Co·.-crnmont. 
Neither the United States Government nor anv agency thereof. nor any of their employees, makes any 
w.manty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or respons•bi1i1Y for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any inforiT'IIItion, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or 
represents that its use would not Infringe pdvately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific 
commercial product, process, or service by trade name. trademark, manufacturer, Of Otherwi!e, does 
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or f;woring by the United 
States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not 
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any ~ncy thereof. 

A simple mathematical theory is proposed for the analysis of 

natural convective motion, at low Raylei~h number, from a con-

centrated source of heat in a fluid-saturated porous medium. The 

theory consists of retaining only the leading ter;ns of series 

expansions of the dep'=nnPnt variables in ter:ns of the Rayleig"!"l 

number, is thus linear, and is valid only in the limit of small 

Rayleigh number. Based on fundamental results for a variety of 

isolated sources, superposition is used to provide solutions for 

situations of practical interest. Special emphasis is given to 

the analysis of sub-seabed disposal of nuclear waste. 

*This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under 
contract DE-AC04-76DP00789. 

**A U.S. Department of Energy -facility. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Radius of sphere 

Specific heat 

Burial depth for heat source 

Acceleration of gravity 

Length of line source 

Permeability 

Reference length 

Pressure 

Strength of heat source 

Radial distance, spherical coordinates 

Normalized spherical radial coordinate 

Radial distance, cylindri~al coordinates 

Rayleigh number 

Integration variable for ~ine source 

Temperature 

Time 

Velocity vector 

Velocity components in spherical coordinates 

Non-dimensional velocity comp~nents in spherical coer~ 
dinates 

Velocity components in cylindrical coordinates 

Non-dimensional velocity components in cylindrical 
coordinates 

Vertical coordinate 

.. 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 

Greek 

~ Coefficient of thermal expansion 

~ Non-dimensional parameter (r/2~1/2) · 

Non-di~ensional temperature difference 

X Thermal conductivity 

Viscosity 

Dens.ity 

1: Non-dimensional time 

~ Spherical coordinate 

~ Stream function 

. lf Non-d i:nens ional s tr ea:n function 

Subscriots 
£t.. Oenotes .surfac~ of spherf' 

Refer~nce condition 

Effective value 

Indicates terms in power series 

Superscriot 

•. 

• Denotes quantity normalized by division by L 

. . 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has been sugge~ted by Bishop and Hall isterl that the mid

plate, mid-gyre regions of the major oceanic basins be. investi-

-
y gated as possible repositorie3 for high level radioactive waste. 

It was proposed that solidified nuclear waste be encapsulated in 

suitably designed containers and i:nplanted in the seabed below 

the-surface of the sedimentary layer. This scheme would provide 

a series of barriers to the release of radionuclides into the 

environment. 

One such potential barrier is the seabed material itself 

which, although composed primarily of very fine, compacted clay, 

is still sufficiently porous to permit interstitial pore water 

migration. An implanted container of waste rna ter ia 1, wh ic~ is 

gen~rating heat, can cause an upward migration of pore water due 

4 

to thermally induced convective motion. Interstitial water motion 

is a key parameter in studies of radionuclide transport whi=h can 

ultimately determine the effectiveness of the seabed as a barrier 

to the release of.radionuclides into the water column. 

In this paper, a simple mathematical model is proposed for 

the analysis of thermal convection from a concentrated source of 

heat in a fluid-saturated porous medium of low permeability. It 

is assumed that the Rayleigh number ( Ra) associated with the nat-

ural convection process is small enough so that the temperature 

distribution is unaffected by the f],uid motion and is established 

by thermal conduction. This assumption is shown to be reasonable 

·for parameters typical of the seabed. The temperature field is 
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then used to predict the associated velocity d istr ibut ion through 

use of Darcy's law and the Boussinesq approximation. In essence, 

. the theory consists of retaining only the leading terms of series 
.. 

expansions-·of the dependent variables in terms of the Rayleigh 

number. This general approach has been utilized previously by_ 

several authors. 
.... 

Yamamoto 2 used a Rayleigh number expansion to 

obtain a solution for the steady natural convection induced by a 

constant temperature sphere embedded in an infinite porous :nedi•Jm. 

Steady. thermal convection induced by· a variety of concentrated 

sources was studied by Hickox
6 

for the li:niting case Ra ~ 0. 

Bejan3 presented solutions, in terms of power series in Ra, for: 
~ 

transient and steady natural convection induced by a concentrated 

heat source in an infinite porous medium. Most recently, Hodg-

kinson4 obtained solutions for thermal convection associated :..;ith 

an idealized spherical nuclear waste repository in a per:neable 

rock mass, also for the limiting case Ra-o. 

Simple, algebraic solutions are obtained for the steady

state thermal arid flow fields induced by point and 1 ine sources 

as well as those resulting from a constant temperature sphere 

embedded in a semi-infinite, fluid-saturated, porous region below 

a horizontal, permeable boundary on which the temperature and 

pressure are constant. Based on the work of Bejan, the transient 

response to an embedded point source is also analyzed for the 

same geometry. Application of these results .to the sub-seabed 

disposal of nuclear waste is considered. A solution which des~ 

cribes the steady. natural convection due to a pbint source situ

. ·ated at the base of a· semi-infinite region is ~lso presented. 

All solutions are obtai ned subject to the low Rayleigh number 

1 im it , Ra - 0 • 
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BASIC THEORY 

·xn this section, a mathematical ii!Odel is developed for the 

.description of axisymmetric free convection in a fluid-saturated 

po~ous medium. The medium. is assumed .to be rigid, homog~neous, 

...-
ana isotropic and the fluid inc:ompressiole, with density_ changes 

occurring only as a result of changes in the teraperature a.::cordi::g 

to 

where f is the density, T is the temperature, Sis the coeffi

cient of ther!'\lal expansion, and the subscripts refer to refe::e:;ce 

conditions. ·In accordance '""ith the usual 3oussinesq a??roxi

mation, density c..~anges are accounted for only in the ouoyar.cy 

term in the equations of motion~ It is also assumed that the 

fluid and matrix are in therma.l e~uililnium and that the fl:.Jid 
i 

motion can be adequately described by Darcy's law. Per;ne~oility, 

viscosity, effective thermal diffusivity, and the coefficient o[ 

thermal expansion are assumed constant and dispersion effects 

are neglected. 

The equation of continuity, Darcy's law, and the ener3¥ 

equ~tion are then 

d\v '1.r = c - , (2.) 

' 
(3) 

oT (Pc., \ _ 1- P _ c.e '!l · a r-a..d T 
) "')e ot )._ J 

(4) 

·----



where v, k, t-, xe, p, q, r, and cp are, respectively, the· velo-

city vect.or, permeability, dynamic viscosity, effective therl'!lal 

conductivity, pre3sure, acc,ele:atior. due t.o gravity, density, and 

. specific heat. Tha subicript e refers to effective values. The 

elevation '() is measured vertically up·,.;ard. 

Since only axisymmetri~ convection is to be considered, it 

is convenient for: pur~oses of analysis to ..,rite 2q;Jations (2)-(~) 

in terms of S?herical polar coordinates (R,cp} with asso-::iate-3 

velocity COr.l?Onent3 \vR,~}. In subsequent develO?!':lents, it will 

be ~elpful to also make use of the cylindrical ?~lar coordinat23 

(A.,1J) with. associated veloci tv cornoonents - .. The rela-

tionship bct.·,.;cen the t .... ·o coordinate syst~:-:.3 is ill;Js~ra:ed !.;"1 

l·igure: 1. The c~nt.inuity relation c:i.·.n~n by ::q•..!3ti-:>n (2) is ;:je:1-

t.ically satisfied through the int:ocL:~tion nf a~ appropri~':~:.~-

defined stre.:l:n functior. cp, a.nd the ?ressure ::.s eli::l~:.ate:-1 ":;·~: 

taking the curl of Equation ( 3) after s·u::stit:Jti.n; :o:: the den-

·. sity from Equ:=.t.:ion ( 1}. 

After implementation of the procedure descri~ed a=ove, it is 

also convenient to ..,rite the resulting equation=: in non-diraension=l 

7 

form through the introduction of th~ non-di:nensional ?arameters 

~ .· 

t" = R /L 
. ' ' 

, (5) 



- ..... 

where Q is the rate of energy release from the concentrated source 

· and L is a length scale which can conveniently be set equal to 

tl/2. Equations ( 1)- ( 4) can now be written in final 1 non-d i:i!ens ional 

form, as 

en 

I 

where Ra is the Rayleigh number 

Ra.=. k·~~Ce~(3Q 
' 

(_B) 

~?-
and the velocities are related to the strea:n function by 

I 

' v~= (9) 

In the· limit of small Rayleigh number (Ra- 0) 1 solutions 

to Equ~at ions ( 6) and ( 7) can be sough~ through expansion of -the 

dependent variables in power series in Ra, viz 

(Ja) 

• 

~e zeroth-order functions correspond to a state of pure con

duction, hence there is no fl~id motion and~0 = 0. The zeroth

order temperature distribution is obtained from the solution of 

. ,.. . 

./ 
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..,.. 'l'he first non-zero contribution to the stream function is then 

found from the solution of 

In the examples which follow, only solutions to' the linear 

system comprised of Equations ( 11) and ( 12) will be considered. 

The linearity of this system can be used to advantage in that 

superposition of certain basic solutions is thus allo...,·ed. Ho•,o~ever, 

all solutions are then, of necessity, limited to cases for which 

the Rayleigh number is small· (Ra-0). 

Also, in the cases to be considered subsequently, thermal 

energy is released continuously at a finite rate from a concen-

trated source. Hence, in the absence of any bounding surfaces 

which can inhibit motion, any deviation from an isothermal state 

will result in fluid motion. Therefore, no lo~er limit for the 

occurrence of natural convective motion is expect~d. 

,.. 

PONDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 

In this section, certain fundamental solutions to Equations 

(11) and (12) are identified for concentrated sources in an un-

bounded. reg ion. These results then form the bas is for super-
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position models involving more complex boundary geometries. Since 

it is a straightforward exe::cise to verifY. that the quoted re-

~ults satisfy the appropriate differential equations, details of 
' . 

the solution procedure are omitted. 

Steady-State Point Source 

When a point source of str~ngth Q is located at the origin 

of the coordinate system, the appropriate steady-state solutions 

.for the temperature and stream function are 

~\ = \ 
B1r 

.From this result, it is apparent that there is a singularity 

at· the origin, and (T - ~) as well as the velocity com?onents 

approach zero for large r. Additional terms in the series ex-

pansion are available in the paper by Bejan. Also, a nurr:erical 

solution for this situation based on the use of similarity trans-

formations, and valid for any Rayleigh number, was presented ~y 

Hickox and Watts. 5 

Transient Point Source 

10 

If a point source of strength Q is placed at the origin 

at time 7: = 0, Bejan has shown that the transient response is 

expressed by 

Q4b) 



· wher·e 7 = r/2 ?}-/2 
1 erf is the error function, and er fc is the 

complementary error function. This solution is also singular at 

the origin and the far-field behavior is the same as that des

cribed for the steady-state case. 

~· 

Steady-State Line Source 

The steady-state solution for a vertical line source of length 

B, coincident with the vertical axis, symmetrically located about 

the origin, and with strength per unit length Q/H can be obtained 

from superposition of the fundamental results for a point so~rce 

as given in Equation (13). Converting to cylindrical polar co-

ordinates and assuming all lengths have been normalized with re-

spect to. the length scale L, allows the temperature a:1d strea;-n 

function to be expressed by the integrals 
HI'~ 

. r -~ 

eo= _\_' ~ [A.'~+ ( ~~- ·s' /.j- ds', 
4li H . 

. . 
( 1Sa.) 

- H/~ 

· ~H'l'z . Y, 

1£. = ----'- A zf.x z + ( "·- s f-1 : s , 
SnH' L ~ 0 

- 1-t 'l-z. 
where primes denote that the indicated quantities have been nor-

11 

malized by division b¥ the length scale L (i.e., H' = H/L, A'=. 

/t/L, '(j = ~ /L1 s' = s/L} 1 and s' is an integration variable. 

Integration then provides the results 

(1b~t) 



These results exh.ibit a singularity along the portion of: the~-axis 

occupied by the line source and have the same far-field behavior 

previously discussed in conjunction with the point source solu-

tione For solutions expressed in terms of cylindrical pol3r co-

ordinates, the velocity comoonents .. - are obtained fro::n the no:'\-

dimensional relations 

12 

' 
( \la,b) 

Steadv-State, Constant-T~~cerature Schere 

Yamamoto has analyzed the natural · convectior. process 3Sso-
c . 

ciated with an isothermal sphere of1 radius a and surface ten?e::-

ature ~embedded in an infinite porous medium. Retaining only 

the leading tetms of his solution provides 

eo - ' 4\t r _, l 
~ ~L Lr l.f''\ z - l a. j ~iV'l <f) , 8T a. 

where th.e center of th.e sphere is coincident with the origin, 

and the energy release rate from the sphere i3 41raX'e(Ta - Tab). 

Bence, it is readily deduced that Equations (18) yield a temper

ature of ~ on the surface of the sphere.The stream function 

takes on the value zero on the surface of the sphere and veloci-

ties approach. zero for large t. 
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Steady-State Point Source at the Base of a Semi-Infinite Region 

Po·r a point source situated on the lower, insulated, boundary 

• below a semi-infinite region, the temperatur~ and stream function 

are given by 

. ' e -=-
0 ;t."lrr 

lf = l 

' 

' 
(\qb) 

where the source is, as usual, located at the origin and the be-

.havior for large r is as previously described for a point source. 

A numerical solutio·n for this case is also presented in the paper 

by Hickox and Watts. 

Although this case is not used in the superposition models 

.described subsequently, it is included for completeness. In order 

to illustrate the solution for ~his configuration, isotherms and 

streamlines obtained from Equations (19) are plotted in Figure 2. 

CONCENTRATED SOURCES BELOW A PER~EABLE BOUNDARY 

Thermal and Flow Fields 

If a thermally active container of nuclear waste mate~ial 

is emplaced in the sediment below the seabed, the situation re-

sembles that depicted in Figure 3 where a concentrated source is 

located in the sediment a distance D below the sediment-wat~r 

interface. The interface is represented as a horizontal, per-

· meable boundary on which the pres~ure and temperature are both 
~ 

constant. 

•· 

··-' 
/ 
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Por small Rayleigh number, the thermal and flow fields asso-

ciated with the concentrated source can be' determined approx i-

mat ely through superposition of the so1ut ions to· the 1 inea r sy-

stem described by Equations ( 11) and ( 12), in the previous section~ 

The boundary conditions at the interface are satisfied by locating 
. .. 

an appropriate image of the concentrated source at the mirror 

image .point above the boundary. The image is thus a source of 

negative strength (sink) located a distanceD above the interface. 

The direct ion of qrav i ty is also rever sed in the image p la:1e. 

In Figures (4)-(7), non-di~ensiona1 representations are pre

sented for solutions obtained by the superposition principle des-

cribed above. In all cases, a permeable boundaqr on w!"lich pressure 

and temperature are constant has been assu~ed. Figure 4 depicts 

isotherms and stream! ines for steady flow induced by a point 

source located a distance D below the inter face. As an exa::<ple 

of the transient behavior associated ·.;ith a point source, is~-

therms and streamlines are plotted in Figure 5 for a non-di::tensional 

time "t of 0.1. For large time, the isotherm and streamline. pa:.-

terns approach those of Figure 5. In Figure 6, results for a 

14 

line source of length H are presented. In this figure, the top 

of the line source is located a distance D below the inter face . 

. Finally, in Figure 7, results for a constant temperature sphere 

buried a distance D below the interface are presented. 

Note on Velocit{es 

Explicit relat.ions for the velocity components associated 

with a concentrated source can be obtained by differentiation of 

the formulas for the stream functions given in the previous section. 
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The relations between velocity components and stream f~nction in 

spherical and cylir:tdrical polar coordinates are given by Equations 

(9) and (17), respectively. Once formulas for the velocities 

are derived for individual sources, superposition can be used to 

. predict velocities for the _geometries treated in this section: 

These results can then be used to predict the fluid particle 

paths produced by a particular concentrated source, thus providing 

an esti:nate of the maximum distance traversed by a fluid particle 

in a given time interval. 'This latter result is of some impor

tance in evaluating the potential for convective transport of 

radionuclides; a topic considered briefly in the follo,,.,ing section. 

APPLICATION TO SUB-SEABED DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR WASTE 

15 

..-. 

As an exal'!lple of the application of the ideas developed in 

the previous section, brief consideration will be given to the 

prediction of the flow field associated with the sub-seabed dis

posal of nuclear waste. Currently, it is conjectured that such 

a disposal scheme would consist of emplacing a cylindrical can

ister of nuclear waste material at. a depth of approximately 30 m 

below the sediment-water interface. Suggested canister dimensions 

are 3m in length and 0.3 m in diameter. Thermal considerations 

for the canister design require the initial thermal output to 

be no greater than 1.5 kW. A generic disposal site, located in 

the Central North Pacific is currently under study. The water 

. depth and bottom temperature in this region are approximately 

5000 m and 1.5°C, respectively. 
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Referrl.ng to Figure 3, it is .assumed that the situation 

described above can be represented by the transi~nt solution for 

a point source located a given distance below the sedi~ent-water 
. ~ 

interface. Osing current estimates for the thermophysical pro-

perties of the sedi:nent, an initial Rayleigh number of approxi-

-.... mately 10-3 i.s predicted. The condition of small Rayleigh nL:~ber, 

required by the theory, is thus easily satisfied. For a burial 

time of one year, the corres_ponding non-di:nensional ti~e .i. is 

approxirr:ately 4.8 x 1ol 5
o Assuming that the power output re:':'!ai~s 

constant over the time period of interest, the associated st~e=-~-

line pattern at the end of one year is illustrated in F'igure 3. 

Thermal properties are such that, at a distance of· 3 :n from the 

source, the temperature rise is onl¥ approxi~ately !:!ence 
-

the thermal field 'is relatively uninteresting and is not (epro-

duced here. 

Analyses using models such a~ the one just descri:,ed ~a:1 

. provide useful information for studies of the transport of ::a-

dionuclides inadvertently released from, empl~ced cani~ters, In 

general, the transport of rad ionu·cl ides in a fluid-sa t 1.H a ted p:>:-ous 

medium involves the four fundamental processes: convection, dif-

fusion-dispersion, sorption, and radioactive decay. Assu~ing o:1ly-
• 

weak concentrations of radionuclides in the pore water, the ana-

1 ys is of t h is sect ion can provide est i m ·ate s o f the f 1 u i d .,~ e l o c it y 

necessary to evaluate the convective transport. If the sorption 

process is temperature dependent, then predictions of the therrr.al 

field based on simple models will also prove useful. 

I .. 

' 



The analyses discussed apply only to reg ions sufficiently 

far removed from the thermal sour~::e so that the physical processes 

are relatively unaffected by the geometry of the canister. In

dications are that this distance need be no greater than a few 

canister lengths. 

DISCUSSION 

Subject to the small Rayleigh number limit, Ra _._.o, solu

tions have been presented which describe the thermal and flow 

fields produced by an isolated, concentrated, thermal source in a 

fluid-saturatedporous medium. A variety of concentrated sources 

were considered. All solutions presented were obtained by re

taining oniy the leading terms in expansions of the depende::.t 

variables in power series in the ?~yleigh number, resulting in a 

system of linear partial differential equations for the descrip

tion of the processes involved. 

17 

The linearity of the basic system allowed the use of super

position to obtain solutions for concentrated sources embedded 

in a semi-infinite region below a permeable boundary on which 

the pressure and temperature wereheld constant. This particular 

geometry was used as a model for the sub-seabed disposal of nu

clear waste. Although attention was focused on a particular geo-

., metry in this paper, the principle of superpos.ition can be used 

in conjunction with the various fundamental solutions to provide 

descriptions for a variety of geometries. 

·I 

• 
. I 



Additional comments are perhaps in order regarding the ap

plicability of the results for small but finite values of the 

Rayleigh number. For a point source embedded in an infinite 

18 

porous medium, Hickox and Watts have shown that t~e thermal field 

is relatively unaffected by convection for Rayleigh numbers less· 

than unity. Hence, the results of this paper are expected to 

provide accurate descriptions for natural convective flows so long 

as the Rayleigh number remains less than unity. For the sub-

seabed disposal of radioactive waste, a Rayleigh nu.rnber of only 

ro-3 is anticipated. 

Hodgkinson has indicated that Rayleigh numbers on the order 

of 10-2 are expected for disposal of radioactive wastes in a 

hard rock depository. Hence, it is expected that the current 

results may find application in the analysis of proposed nuclear 

waste disposal schemes other than the one treated in this pa9er. 

Also, the possibility of applications in the analysis of geother::-t:al 

systems should not be overlooked. 
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Figure 2. 

Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 

Figure 5. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Axisymmetric Coordinate Systems 

Steady-State Isotherms and Streamlines for a Point 
Source at the Base of a Semi-Infinite Region 

Concentrated Source Below a Permeable Boundary 

Steady-State Isotherms and Streamlines for a Point 
Source Located Below a Permeable Boundary 

Transient Isotherms and Streamlines for a Point 
Source Located Below a Permeable Boundary ( = 0.1) 

Figure 6. Steady-State Isotherms and Streamlines for a Line 
Source Located Below a Permeable Boundary (D/L = 2) 

Figure 7. Steady-State Isotherms and Strea~lines for a Con
stant Temperature Sphere Located Selow a Permeable 
Boundary (D/a = 6) 

Figure 8. Transient Sttea~lines at One Year for Sub-Seabed 
Disposal of Nuclear Waste 
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